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FIGURE 1.-Range of redwood (sequoia 8emperviren.). 



Redwood 
(Sequoia sempervirens) j 

By H. S. Betts, cnioi engineer, Divi3ion of Fore8t Protuct8 

Redwood (Sequoia sempervirens) is a tree of great size, growing 
in a very limited area on the coast of California and southwestern 
Oregon (three groves in Curry County) . It is a close relative of 
the giant sequoia (S. gigantea) which it exceeds in height but does 
not equal in diameter or length of life. Large redwood trees some- 
times reach a height of 300 to 325 feet or more, a diameter of 18 feet 
or more, and an age of 1,500 to 2,000 years. Their remarkable vital- 
ity has enabled them to survive a wide range of catastrophes, includ- 
ing repeated fires, droughts, and storms, as well as the attacks of 
insects and decay-producing fungi. 

Redwood and the giant sequoia are almost unique in having prac- 
tically no insect enemies that are able to damage them seriously. 
Some redwood trees have large hollows at the base, locally called 
"goose pens," caused by recurring fires, but they still continue to 
live and grow. 

The highly destructive cable-logging methods used in early red- 
wood operations resulted in severe damage to the forest, and most 
redwood cut-over lands are seriously deficient in reproduction. The 
introduction of tractor logging, in conjunction with more careful 
burning of waste left in the woods, resulted in considerable 
improvement. 

The ability of redwood to reproduce by sprouting from the stump 
after it is felled, blown down, or badly burned, combined with its 
abundant seed crops, hardiness, and rapidity of growth, are all fac- 
tors favorable to the continued productivity of redwood forest lands. 
Most of the cut as yet is from virgin-growth stands. Breakage in 
felling the enormous trees in these stands is probably as great if not 
greater than in the felling of any other American species, some- 
times reaching 20 percent and more of the merchantable volume of 
wood. In certain carefully planned and conducted operations, this 
wastage has been reduced to below 5 percent. 

A number of groves of mature redwood as well as the famous 
groves of giant sequoia have been purchased by public-spirited citi- 
zens in past years and given to the State of California or to the Fed- 
eral Government so that the grandeur and beauty of these unique 
and massive trees will be preserved at least on limited areas, for the 
benefit of posterity. More recently additional purchases of red- 
wood parks have been made with ?unds furnished jointly by the 
State of California and private citizens. 

Nomenclature.-Redwood is the name commonly used. Other com- 
mon names are coast redwood or California redwood. 

Distribution and growth.-Redwood grows along or near the 
coast of California in a narrow, irregular strip not more than 35 miles 
wide and nearly 500 miles long, extending from about 125 miles 
south of San Francisco north to about 10 miles beyond the southern 
border of Oregon (fig. 1). This is a region of frequent fogs and 

1Revised by Division of Forest Products Research, Forest Service, Wash- 
Ington, D.C., and Forest Products Laboratory, Forest Service, Madison, Wis. 
Mr. Betta retired in January 1945. 
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considerable soil moisture. Redwood does not grow naturally beyond the belt affected by this combination. It is generally found in mix- ture with Douglas-fir and frequently with the hardwoods-tanoak and Pacific madrone. In the northern redwood stands, some white fir, western hemlock, and Sitka spruce also occur. 
In the virm forests containing stands of enormous redwood trees, 

some of which are more than 10 feet in diameter, a cut of 100,000 board feet per acre over a considerable area is not unusual. Single acres have been found which contained over 1 million board feet. Mature redwood trees have deeply furrowed, relatively fire-resistant bark, sometimes 12 inches thick. This bark dulls saws so rapidly that it is necessary to remove it from the logs before they are sawed. In the absence of profitable utilization outlets, the bark has usually 
been left in the woods where it forms a serious fire hazard. When bark is burned with other logging waste, such as limbs and tops, it 
makes fires so hot that their destructiveness is abnormally increased. 
Trees of all ages are singularly free from attack by insects. Old 
trees often contain heart rot, but it seldom if ever kills them. 

Seedling reproduction is readily obtained on exposed mineral soil 
under favorable conditions, but redwood sprouts are not properly 
spaced or sufficient in number to provide enough trees to restock clear- 
cut areas adequately. Attempts by lumber companies to replant 
such areas have also been unsatisfactory, partly because of poor 
stock, poor planting, and drought, but principally because of injury 
from grazing, fire, and rodents. Healthy seed trees well distributed 
throughout cut-over areas are necessary to provide satisfactory 
reproduction. 

Selective logging,2 together with careful disposal of waste (tops, 
limbs, bark) left in the woods, largely solve the problem of keeping 
a redwood forest productive. Until fairly recently, selective logging 
was considered impracticable in the redwood region. However, the 
great improvement in tractors and their introduction to replace cable 
logging, together with the development of auxiliary equipment and 
truck hauling, have so largely overcome earlier difficulties that selec- 
tive logging is generally practicable. Half of all redwood 

yarding3 

is done with tractors. If advances in woods disposal and subsequent 
fire and grazing protection comparable to improvements in logging 
are achieved, the reproduction of redwood on cut-over land will be 
markedly improved. 

Redwood grows rapidly under favorable conditions. On the best 
sites it reaches an average diameter of 8 inches and an average height 
of 51 feet in 20 years. Within 50 years a size of timber suitable for 
cutting is produced, but the merchantability of the trees depends on 
whether they are grown in stands dense enough to check too rapid 
growth and to bring about the elimination of lower limbs through 
shading. 

Trees in open stands are likely to grow very fast. Such growth 
results in the production of wood of comparatively poor quality and 

Selective logging is the cutting of from 25 to 60 percent of the merchantable 
trees in a stand of timber. The amount of cutting depends on local conditions, the trees to be cut being selected in such a way that the growing conditions of the remaining trees are Improved and provision made for a future forest. 

8Moving the logs from where the trees are felled to a centrai point or yard at which the logs are loaded on cars or trucks for transfer to the sawmill. 



in the formation of limbs from the ground up. These trees yield 
knotty, low-grade material that has a low sale value. On the best 
sites, the annual growth (increase in volume of wood) per acre of 
fully stocked second-growth forests of redwood, or redwood mixed 
with Douglas-fir, is among the highest for American conifers. 

Supply.-The total stand of redwood of sawtimber size in the 
United States was estimated at 36 billion board feet in 1953. Earlier 
estimates placed the volume at 101.9 billion board feet in 1909, 72.2 

billion board feet in 1920, and 57.2 billion board feet in 1931. Al- 
though southwest Oregon has three groves of redwood, nearly all of 
the sawtimber is located along the coast of California. The redwood 
type in 1953 covered 1.9 million acres of commercial forest land, one- 

third of it old-growth timber. 
Pro duction.-The production of redwood lumber amounted to 958 

million board feet in 1954 (fig. 2). The average annual production 
in the period 1945-54 was approximately 732 million board feet. 

FlousE 2.-Lumber production of redwood, 1900-54. 

The production of redwood lumber in 1899, the earliest year for 
which data are available, was 360 million board feet. In 1906, produc- 
tion amounted to 660 million board feet. Since then there has been 
no decided trend in production, a1thouh there was considerable 
fluctuation in response to economic conditions. The recorded peak 
in production occurred in 1953 when 969 million board feet of lumber 
was produced. Practically all of the redwood lumber produced has 
come from California, although small amounts have been cut in 
Oregon. 

In addition to lumber, redwood logs are used for posts, stakes, ties, 
shakes, and other similar items. The cut of redwood sawtimber in 
recent years for all purposes has probably ranged between 750 and 
800 million board feet per year. 

Properties.-The heartwood of redwood varies in color from light 
cherry to dark mahogany. Its narrow sapwood is almost white. The 
wood of typical virgin redwood is moderately light in weight, mod- 
erately strong, moderately stiff, moderately hard, and intermediate in 
nail-holding ability. Except in shock resistance, it is somewhat higher 
in strength properties than would be expected from its weight. The 
heaviest redwood generally has a growth rate of from 9 to 30 annual 
rings per inch. The wood is easy to work, not difficult to season, gen- 

4The average weight of redwood In a thoroughly air-dry condition (12 percent 
moisture) is 28 pounds per cubic foot. - 



erally straight-grained, and shrinks and swells comparatively little. 
Durability of the heartwood under conditions favorable to decay 

is an outstanding property of redwood. This is attributable to the 
preservative quality of certain soluble materials naturally present in 
the wood. Durability increases with the amount of such materials. In 
old virgin-growth trees, the maximum amount of soluble materials 
was found in the heartwood nearest to the sapwood in the butt logs, 
the amount decreasing toward the pith of the tree and toward the 

top.5 

In areas of high rainfall or when water is artificially applied, as 
in cooling towers, preservative extractives used to treat redwood will 
gradually leach out; thus, decay resistance is reduced. Redwood, 
cedars, and baldcypress make p the group of woods that rank highest 
in paint-holding ability. Redwood is only moderately resistant to 
termite attack.6 

Principal uses.-A large proportion (probably from one-half to 
two-thirds) of the redwood lumber and timber produced by sawmills 
is used without further manufacture for a wide range of building 
construction in the form of planks, dimension, boards, joists, beams, 
stringers, and posts. Much of this material goes into framing for 
houses and industrial buildings, and into bridges, trestles, and other 
heavy construction. A considerable part of the remaining sawed ma- 
terial is remanufactured into shipping containers such as boxes and 
crates, planing mill products, such as siding, ceiling, and finish, and 
sash, doors, blinds, and general millwork. Pleasing interior effects 
in buildings are obtained by the use of richly colored redwood panel- 
ing. Other major uses for which redwood is well fitted, principally 
on account of its durability, are cooling towers, tanks, silos, caskets, 
wood-stave tobacco, and outdoor furniture. 

Less important uses for redwood include dairy, poultry, and apiary 
supplies; signs, patterns, flasks, boats, greenhouse benches, and sta- 
dium seats. A comparatively small amount of redwood is used for 
shingles and also for split products, including shakes (hand-split 
shingles), grape stakes, pickets, fence posts, and ties. Small trees 
"in the round" are occasionally used for such purposes as piling and 
poles. 

Bark of redwood finds use as insulating material, components of 
pulp and textiles, and for fillers. Bark dust is used as a soil condi- 
tioner and an extender for fertilizer. 

Irregular lumps or excrescences, called buns, are common near 
the base of redwood trees. These burls consist of groups of dis- 
torted fibers through which are scattered adventitious buds or "eyes" 

51n the virgin-growth trees examined, the amount of extractive in the heart- 
wood averaged about 10 to 15 percent of the ovendry weight of the wood. The 
amount of extractive in the outer heartwood of a number of trees varied from 
over 25 percent of the weight of the dry wood at the butt to approximately one- 
half that amount at a height of 166 feet in the tree. 

i resemble ants In size and appearance and In their habit of living 
in colonies lii the ground, and are often called "white ants." Their food is 
wood which they reach by building mud tunnels or tubes from their ground 
colonies. When these tunnels reach the wooden members of a building, the 
termites bore into them and operate without further surface indications. If 
unmolested, their work Is continued until only an outside shell is left. Wooden 
structural members of a building may thus be weakened to the point of failure. 
The danger from termites can be largely overcome by construction that prevents 
them from reaching wooden parts, or by treating the wood exposed to attack 
with a toxic liquid such as creosote. 



ready to sprout under favorable conditions. On large trees buns are 
often several feet wide and may extend up the tree as high as 10 
feet. Such burls are sawed into thick lumber and made into turned 
or carved novelties and sometimes into tabletops which show hand- 
some and unique irregularities in grain. Small burls, varying from 
the size of a plum to a grapefruit, when cut from the tree and placed 
in water, will sprout and produce a mass of foliage. They are 
widely sold as table ornaments. 

Table i shows the amounts of redwood used in the manufacture 
of wooden products in 19122 1928, 1933, 1940, and i948. Practically 
all of this material was in the form of lumber. A very small 
proportion consisted of logs and bolts, and veneer. 

TABLE 1.-Redwood used in the manufacture of wood products, by 
specified years, 191f2-48 

Product 1912 102S 1933 1940 1948 

Mbd.ft. Mbd.fi. Mbd.ft. Mbd.ft. Mbd.ft. 
Airplanes 7 
Agriculturalimplements 200 250 104 
Boot and shoe findings 240 
Boxes, cigar and tobacco 61 4, 782 1, 700 4, 157 1, 269 
Oar construction and repair 120 1, 437 393 165 37 
Caskets and burial boxes 1, 782 9, 271 14, 531 13, 402 21, 334 
Conduits, pumps, woodpipe. 9, 118 1, 100 672 4, 537 53 
Containers (except cooperage) 2, 439 210 1, 523 26, 359 4, 995 
Dairy, poultry, other supplies (1) 4, 645 786 1, 925 432 
Electrical equipment 569 613 132 533 
Fixtures 1, 075 504 33 228 51 
Flasks (2) (2) (2) (2) 71 
Flooring (3) (3) 245 2 112 
Furniture ------------------------ 355 675 1, 326 3, 500 18, 262 
Handles 10 42 
Housetrailers 12 
Instruments, musical 286 84 4 487 
Instruments, professional and 

scientific 31 118 72 192 117 
Laundry appliances 13 550 6 
Machinery 95 62 37 
Millwork f92, 941 114,655 16, 081 19, 358 55, 768 
PaIlets 2 
Patterns 1,033 267 70 359 88 
Plumbers' woodwork 1 

Prefabricated houses and house 
panels (3) (3) (3) (3) 1,603 

Prefabricated structures except (3) (3) (3) (3) 2, 130 
houses 

Printing material 20 
Radios, phonographs, sewing 

machines 16 51 15 
Refrigerators 161 389 2 16 6 
Rollers, shade and map 2 
Ship and boat building 838 326 48 292 114 
Shuttles, spools, and bobbins 6 
Signs, scenery, displays 147 2, 089 562 409 246 
Sporting equipment, athletic 

andplayground ------------------------- 12 5 3 
Tanks ------------------------ 8. 125 3.031 10. 940 17. 300 43, 906 

See footnotes at end of table. 

The 1948 survey was the most recent one covering the use of individual 
species in manufacture of wood products. 



TABLE 1.-Redwood used in the manufacture of wood products, by 
specified years, 1912-48-Continued 

Product 1912 1928 1933 1940 1948 

Mbd.ft. Mbd.ft. Mbd.ft. Mbd.ft. Mbd.ft. 
Toys 288 30 59 20 
Trunks and valises 156 4 98 413 
Vehicles, motor 15 34 4 
Vehicles, nonmotor 259 7 
Venetian blinds 78 
Woodenware, novelties, and 

miscellaneous 3, 210 428 206 636 1, 229 

Total ---------------- 122, 327 145, 920 49, 856 93, 470 153, 574 

i Included in "Woodenware and novelties." 
2 Included in "Patterns." 
s Included in "Miliwork." 

Includes planing mill products such as flooring, siding, ceiling. 
'Does not include redwood used for flasks and patterns by plants not classified as manufacturers of wooden 

products and included In later surveys. 
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